Preliminary simulations of simple shear deformation and indentation simulations using different radii of a spherical indenter are performed using molecular dynamics in order to uncover the internal stress state for elastic deformation and subsequent initial plasticity under nano-indentation. An atomic single-crystalline aluminium model containing up to 1,372,000 atoms and an ideal friction-free spherical indenter are presented in a set of simulations. Effects of the stress distribution using several kinds of spherical radii of indenters on the critical condition of dislocation emissions are discussed with much emphasis. The critical shear stress for the dislocation emission under indentation is well accorded with the shear strength under the simple shear deformation exposed to the equivalent external stresses to the indentationinduced stress states. It is confirmed that shear strength strongly depends on the external stress component and therefore, high compressive stress states generated beneath the indenter lead to the much higher critical shear stress than µ/2π.
Introduction
Recent advances in material miniaturization techniques have allowed for the use of microscale materials in various structures, such as integrated circuits and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). It is well known that the motion of dislocations and their collective behaviour play an important role in the properties of these microscale materials. The indentation technique has been extensively used to measure the hardness and other nano-scaled properties of materials [1] . Recently, an unstable displacement burst has been observed in the relationship between the indent load and indent depth in the nano-indentation experiment [2] [3] [4] . A number of straightforward atomistic simulations [5] [6] [7] and large scale quasi-continuum simulations of a more realistic indenter size [8] have been performed so far. However, the cause of the abrupt displacement burst is still a controversial topic. For single-crystal materials, the first event of nano-plasticity occurs when maximum shear stress generated under the indenter is on the order of the theoretical shear strength [1] . On the other hand, recent first-principle calculations of simple shear deformation indicate that the ideal shear strength strongly depends on the external stresses whose effects differ according to the materials [9] . Therefore, it will be an intractable problem to present rigorous criterion of the critical state for dislocation nucleation. In the present paper, the ideal shear strengths of single-crystalline aluminium under the different direction and magnitude of external stress conditions are calculated using an empirical interatomic potential. And then using the same potential, the nano-indentation process in single-crystalline aluminium is simulated using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in order to comprehend the critical state under nano-indentation and the mechanism of dislocation emission.
Analysis model
An atomistic model containing 500,000 or 1,372,000 atoms of single-crystalline aluminium which is a cube of (20 nm × 20 nm × 20 nm) or (28 nm × 28 nm × 28 nm) aligned along [100], [010] and [001] directions as well as an ideal friction-free spherical indenter were used as shown in figure 1 . The material is indented with four different radii (r5 nm, r15 nm, r20 nm, r30 nm) of spherical indenters. A large-scale model is used in the case of the r30 nm indentation. The top surface oriented along the [001] direction is traction-free and the atoms located on the bottom surface are absolutely fixed. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the direction perpendicular to the indentation axis. An EAM-type interatomic potential proposed by Mishin et al [10] is employed in order to express the interaction between Al atoms, and the repulsive potential by Kelchner is chosen to describe the interaction between the indenter and material [5, 6] . The MD simulations are performed as quasi-static analysis under the absolute 0 K temperature by the conjugate gradient method (CG). The indent load is applied by a small indent depth of ∼0.25 Å and a fully relaxed condition is obtained after 4000-6000 CG steps. A set of calculations is repeated until the indent depth reaches the maximum depth: h max = 15 Å. In table 1, we show the physical properties of aluminium predicted by the Mishin potential. The advantage of using the Mishin potential will be discussed in the following section.
Ideal shear strength under external stress in aluminium
Preliminary simulations of simple shear deformation were performed in order to investigate the effect of the external stress on the ideal shear strength in single-crystalline aluminium.
The analysis model along the direction of x[110], y[112]and z[111] is given and (111)[112]
directional pure shear deformations are applied under the various kinds of external normal stresses controlled by a cell control method [11] . The relationship between stress and displacement normalized by the magnitude of a partial dislocation in the unrelaxed condition is shown in figure 2 , and maximum shear stresses under various external stresses are shown in table 2. For comparison, the case of single-crystalline copper is also presented in this figure and table. It can be seen in figure 2 that all the normal stress components arise in the process of shear deformation. The relaxed maximum shear stress, which can be calculated by the full relaxation of these normal stress components, is also indicated in table 2. In spite of the lower {111} 112 shear modulus and unrelaxed maximum stress in aluminium, the relaxed maximum stress is higher than that in copper. This particular feature is caused by directional bonds in aluminium as determined using DFT calculations [9] . While it has been difficult to present these anomalous features of aluminium using EAM-type potential, the Mishin potential overcomes problems associated with directional bonds. Further discussion about directional bond is beyond the scope of this paper. It is, however, of considerable significance that the maximum shear stress strongly depends on both direction and magnitude of the external stress.
Results and discussion

Indent load and mean pressure
The relationship between indent load and mean pressure as a function of the indent depth during the nano-indentation process using different radii of a spherical indenter is depicted in figure 3 . In this figure, the mean pressure p m is defined as the following equation: Here, A c is the contact area which is directly calculated within the simulation. After the elastic increase of the indent load, an abrupt load drop which is related to the displacement burst in a nano-indentation experiment is observed in figure 3(a) . This load drop implies dislocation nucleation. A similar drop is also observed in figure 3(b) and the values of the critical mean pressure p crit are almost the same except for the r30 nm indenter. In the case of the r30 nm indenter, the boundary condition affects the properties of the whole system due to the simulation cell size. Therefore, we simulated a large-scale model containing 1,372,000 atoms indented by the r30 indenter and the results are also shown in figure 3 . Compared with the small model, the critical mean pressure is almost the same as for other indenters. Thus, the critical mean pressure can be readily obtained from figure 3(b) and p crit = 6.4 GPa. In a nano-indentation experiment, the critical resolved shear stress is generally evaluated by combining these critical values of the indent load or mean pressure and the Hertzian elastic solution as follows [12] :
Substituting the obtained critical pressure into the above Hertzian solution, the critical shear stress τ crit was estimated to be 2.98 GPa, which is of a similar order to the ideal shear strength in aluminium. As a consequence of the above mentioned procedure, it has so far been said that dislocation nucleation occurs when the resolved shear stress reaches the ideal shear strength.
In addition, it is found in figure 3 (a) that the larger radius of the spherical indenter produces a significant load drop. This difference is caused by the configuration of emitted dislocations as described in the following section.
Dislocation emission in aluminium by different radii of spherical indenters
Overviews of dislocation emissions under nano-indentation by spherical indenters with four different radii achieved by the MD simulations are shown in figure 4 , where these figures are visualized by the atomeye program [13] . We extracted the defect structures on the basis of a potential energy criterion specifying only those atoms with an energy above −3.33 eV. A prismatic dislocation loop (PDL) is observed in figure 6(a) . The formation mechanism of a PDL is summarized as follows [14, 15] : (i) two shear loops emitted on two different slip planes unstably interact on the 011 line of intersection of these two planes, (ii) the screw-sides of the dislocation segment on one slip plane move to the cross-slip plane that is parallel to the other slip plane and (iii) then, two dislocation loops on the two cross-slip planes unstably interact on the 011 line again. Though no PDL can be observed in other figures due to the restriction of the simulation model, we have confirmed that this kind of radial stress distribution, generally produced by indentation or inclusion embedded within the material, tends to form PDLs.
In addition, when a material is indented by an indenter with a larger radius, a number of dislocations are emitted within the material and a number of steps corresponding to the emitted dislocations simultaneously appear on the surface. Therefore, the presence of a large number of surface steps is thought to be the trigger for the abrupt load drop in the indent load-depth curve as shown in figure 3. 
Critical shear stress under nano-indentation
The Hertzian solution is solved on the assumption that the indented materials are an ideal linear elastic body and an isotropic medium, whereas anisotropy effects in single-crystal materials should be taken into account in practical analyses. Figure 5 shows the distribution of {111} 112 shear stress on the (111) plane, where the atomic stress is evaluated by the Voronoi volume. It is well known from the Hertzian solution that the maximum shear stress occurs within the inner region on the indentation axis. While we can confirm that maximum stress occurs beneath the indenter, this location is slightly out of the indentation axis. This shift is related to the anisotropy of the fcc crystal. It has been indicated that a high compressive stress state is generated within the inner region beneath the indenter [16] . Therefore, we calculated the stress state within the indented material. In figure 6 , the relationship between normal stress, hydrostatic pressure as well as maximum shear stress and indentation depth in the case of four different radii of spherical indenters is presented. Here, the position of the maximum shear stress can be searched within the material except for the non-fcc site using the centrosymmetry parameter [5] . This is because atoms located in the vicinity of the indenter can generate anomalous stress states. and {111} 112 directional shear stress τ max can be obtained. Not to mention maximum shear stress, the magnitudes of normal stresses and hydrostatic pressure gradually increase on the compressive side with the incremental increase in indent depth. Implementing more rigorous calculations of atomic stress using the Voronoi volume, critical stresses just prior to dislocation nucleation are calculated as follows: τ crit = 4.22 GPa, σ xx = −2.5 GPa, σ yy = −5.8 GPa and σ zz = −7.8 GPa. This critical shear stress is much higher than the ideal shear strength of aluminium. For confirmation, we also performed similar calculations of simple shear deformation under the same stress states (σ xx = −2.5 GPa, σ yy = −5.8 GPa, σ zz = −7.8 GPa) as mentioned above. The maximum shear stress under these stress states was obtained to be 4.18 GPa. Consequently, considerably high compressive stress states are generated underneath the indenter and these stress states cause an elevation in the critical shear stress for dislocation emissions.
Conclusions
In order to investigate the internal stress state for elastic deformation and subsequent initial plasticity under nano-indentation, preliminary calculations of simple shear deformation and indentation simulations using different radii of spherical indenters were performed by MD simulations. The first simulation confirmed that the ideal shear stress is strongly affected by external stress components such as [110] , [112] and [111] directional normal stresses. In comparison with the Hertzian solution, anisotropy and nonlinearity within an inner region of the indented material is illustrated by atomistic simulations. In addition, the region beneath the indenter undergoes high compressive stress, and this type of high compressive stress state causes an elevation of the critical shear stress for dislocation emissions. Collective dislocation emissions and surface steps simultaneously generated are found to be a major trigger for the load drop in indentation load-depth curves.
